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Queer ecologies of home: heteronormativity, speciesism, and the 
strange intimacies of crazy cat ladies

Will McKeithen

department of Geography, university of Washington, Seattle, Wa, uSa

ABSTRACT
This article extends Morrison, Johnston, and Longhurst’s argument that love 
is spatial, relational, and political by tracing the ways that home situates both 
intra- and interspecies intimacy. It examines the ‘crazy cat lady’ as a discourse 
that entangles heteronormative and speciesist rules for loving, living, and 
making ‘a home.’ In a post-industrial moment when pet love has become a 
centerpiece of ‘normal’ life, the crazy cat lady occupies a queer periphery. 
She not only loves cats too much, she loves them more than humans, 
instead of a husband, and literally in place of heteronormative domesticity. 
To understand these complicit logics, this article reconceptualizes home 
as a queer ecology in which the sociospatial politics of nature, gender, 
humanity, sexuality, animality, domesticity, and intimacy collide. Using this 
framework, this article examines how women-with-cats–the ‘real’ crazy cat 
ladies–(re)inhabit normative ideals in their everyday practices and how this 
multispecies homemaking unfolds through more-than-human agencies. In 
queering ecologies of home, this article offers animal, posthumanist, feminist 
and queer geographers of home, as well as everyday homemakers, a wi(l)der 
bestiary of conceptual tools to understand intimacies that entangle across 
the boundaries of home/nature, wild/domestic, queer/straight and human/
animal.

Ecologías queer del hogar: heteronormatividad, especiesis-
mo y las extrañas intimidades de las locas de los gatos

RESUMEN
Este artículo extiende el argumento de Morrison, Johnston y Longhurst de 
que el amor es espacial, relacional y político al trazar las formas en que el 
hogar sitúa la intimidad intra e interespecies. Estudia a ‘la loca de los gatos’ 
como un discurso que entrecruza reglas heteronormativas y especiesistas 
para amar, vivir y formar ‘un hogar’. En un momento postindustrial cuando el 
amor a la mascota se ha vuelto una pieza central de la vida ‘normal’, la loca de 
los gatos ocupa una periferia queer. No sólo ama demasiado a los gatos, los 
ama más que a los humanos, en vez de a un marido y literalmente en vez de 
una domesticidad heteronormativa. Para comprender esta lógica cómplice, 
este artículo reconceptualiza al hogar como a una ecología queer en la cual la 
política socioespacial de la naturaleza, el género, la humanidad, la sexualidad, 
la animalidad, la domesticidad y la intimidad se encuentran. Utilizando este 
marco de trabajo, este artículo analiza cómo las mujeres-con-gatos – ‘las 
‘verdaderas’ locas de los gatos – (re)habitan los ideales normativos en sus 
prácticas cotidianas y cómo este mantenimiento de hogar multiespecies 
se desenvuelve a través de agencias más-que-humanas. Al incorporar la 
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2  W. MCKEITHEN

idea de ecologías del hogar queer, este artículo ofrece a lxs geografxs del 
hogar animales, post-humanistas, feministas y queer así como a lxs amxs 
de casa cotidianxs, un bestiario más amplio (y más salvaje) de herramientas 
conceptuales para comprender las intimidades que se enredan a lo largo 
de los límites de hogar/naturaleza, salvaje/doméstico, queer/heterosexual 
y humano/animal.

家的酷儿生态学：异性恋常规，物种歧视，以及疯狂爱猫女
士的古怪亲密性
摘要
本文透过追溯家庭置放内部与跨物种之间的亲密性之方式，延伸莫里
森、詹斯顿和朗赫斯特有关爱是空间的、关係性以及关乎政治之主张。
本文检视“疯狂爱猫女士”作为与对于爱、生活和打造“家庭”的异性恋常
规与物种歧视相互交缠的论述。在后工业时期，当对宠物的爱护成为“
正常”生活的核心时，疯狂爱猫女士便佔据了酷儿的边陲。她不仅过于
爱猫、爱猫超过人类，取代了丈夫，并确实代替了异性恋常规的居家
性。为了理解这些串通一气的逻辑，本文重新将家概念化为酷儿生态
学，其中自然、性别、人性、性慾、兽性、居家性和亲密性的社会空
间政治相互碰撞。本文利用此一架构，检视与猫共居的女性——“真正
的”疯狂爱猫女士——如何于她们的每日生活实践中（再）栖身于常规
式的典范，以及此一多重物种的家庭打造，如何透过不仅是人类的行动
者进行开展。在酷儿化家庭生态中，本文提供了家庭的动物、后人文主
义、女权主义和酷儿地理学者，以及每日生活的家庭打造者一个更为宽
广（且野性）的动物寓言集之概念工具，以理解与家／自然、野生／居
家、酷儿／异性恋，以及人类／动物的边界之间交缠的亲密性。

Introduction

The first entry on urbandictionary.com defines the ‘crazy cat lady’ as an ‘elderly suburban widow who 
lives alone and keeps a dozen or more pet cats … in a small house.’ Other entries on the crowd-sourced 
lexicon pity her as a ‘lonely’ animal lover ‘with no husband or boyfriend’ who ‘loves her cats more than 
people.’ Still others pathologize her as an ‘insane,’ ‘addicted,’ ‘white trash’ pet hoarder who lives in a ‘very 
stinky’ house, filling ‘the empty void in her life with as many cats as she can collect.’1 Ironically, these 
imaginaries emerge in the same moment pet love has become the norm. As Nast (2006, 896) writes, 
pet love has become so normalized in the post-1990s, postindustrial United States that ‘[t]hose with 
no affinity for pets … are today deemed social or psychological misfits and cranks, while those who 
love them are situated as morally and even spiritually superior’.

This surge in pet love symptomizes a shift in the ontologies and intimacies of late capitalism. While 
pets, particularly cats and dogs, were once constituted through binaries of human/animal, subject/
object, indoors/outdoors, these dichotomies no longer hold (Fox 2006; Franklin 2006). Pets have become 
simultaneously more commodified (Nast 2006), and more intimate–they are ‘part of the family’ (Haraway 
2003). Pet love, however, is about more than human-animal relations. Pet love, like all love, is rela-
tional, constellated by other modes of connection, alienation, and intimacy (Morrison, Johnston, and 
Longhurst 2012). While pets have been and continue to be potent props to heteronormative kinship 
(Boggs 2013), over the past half-century, dogs and cats have also disrupted normative family forms, 
morphing human households into more-than-human ‘packs’ (Power 2008), and becoming companions 
in their own right (Nast 2006).

The crazy cat lady emerges within this moment of flux.2 To track these shifts, I pose the crazy cat lady 
as pet love’s ‘analytical outside’ (Nast 2006, 896). If pet love has become a (if not the) normal configura-
tion of intra- and interspecies intimacy and, as Nast writes, someone can fail to love pets enough … is 
it possible to love pets too much? Nast also calls for scholarship ‘sensitiv[e] to pet love’s geographical 
foundation’ (ibid., 897). As urbandictionary.com illustrates, crazy cat ladies’ pet love unfolds within and 
through the home, particularly at the bodily and domestic scales. Thus, I join two critical literatures: 
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first, home as a more-than-human ecology (Day Biehler and Simon 2011); second, home as a potent 
site in the sociospatial politics of gender, sexuality, intimacy, identity, and self (Gorman-Murray 2006). 
I reconceptualize home as a queer ecology (Mortimer 2005), as a space in which contestations over 
love, kinship, gender, sexuality, humanity, and animality constitute intimacies among not just humans 
but multiple life forms.

I trace these queer ecologies of home through dominant discourses of the crazy cat lady, which I 
argue invoke interlocking patriarchal, heteronormative, and speciesist orders of home, life, work, care, 
and intra- and interspecies intimacy. The crazy cat lady not only loves cats too much, she loves them 
‘more than people,’ instead of a husband, and, quite literally, in place of heteronormative domesticity. 
I also explore how home is (re)inhabited through the everyday homemaking of women-with-cats, an 
analytical rubric I assemble to index their knotted relations of ‘co-habitation, co-evolution, and embod-
ied cross-species sociality’ (Haraway 2003, 4, 6). Next, I track the specifically more-than-human agencies 
that co-produce these queer ecologies. I conclude by exploring implications for understanding home, 
intimacy, pet love, and queer ecology.

Ecologies of home

Home is a physical structure (e.g. a house), an imaginary, felt, embodied place, and a contested process 
of everyday un/making (Blunt 2005; Brickell 2012). Blunt and Dowling (2006, 22) have called for critical 
geographies of home that examine the complexity of ‘home as simultaneously material and imagina-
tive; the nexus between home, power, and identity; and home as multiscalar.’ Animal and posthumanist 
geographers have responded by challenging modernist binaries that construct home in antithesis to 
the nonhuman and reconceptualizing home as a more-than-human ecology (Day Biehler and Simon 
2011). Manicured lawns (Head and Muir 2006), backyard gardens (Hitchings 2003; Longhurst 2006), 
and planted patios (Shillington 2008), cultivate sites for negotiating home/nature and their place-spe-
cific materialization (Bhatti and Church 2004). While some nonhumans (e.g. pests) are materially and 
discursively excluded from home (Power 2007), others (e.g. pets) are ambiguously included (Power 
2008). For instance, though dogs and cats have become lively ‘companion species’ (Haraway 2003), in 
the co-production of home as a meaningful place (Fox and Walsh 2011), many remain debarred from 
particular spaces like bedrooms (Franklin 2006). While geographers have explored how these human–
animal relationships are experienced in relation to other intimacies (see Tipper 2011 on children, adults, 
and pets), questions of sexuality and heteronormativity have not been centered.

Nonhumans not only inhabit homes, they also materially enable and produce domestic life. For 
instance, Maria Kaika (2004) plumbs the ways water pipes, which invisibly facilitate domestic modernity, 
disrupt it when they burst, flooding the humanized home with what Kaika calls the ‘domestic uncanny’: 
leaky excesses of the natural, the nonhuman, and the lively inanimate. Homemaking is a ‘relational 
achievement’ amongst human and nonhuman actors (Power 2007), even though many homes are 
crafted as anthropocentric domains and the hybrid agencies that enable them are re-scripted as purely 
human feats. Finally, feminist political ecologists have examined how domestic natures become sites 
for performing gendered, classed, and (post)-colonial subjectivities (Hovorka 2006; Longhurst 2006; 
Shillington 2008). Yet, geographies of home, sexuality, gender, and species remain unexplored.

Heteronormativities of home

The modern home has also served as a potent site in the sociospatial politics of heteronormativity, or 
‘the normalisation of man/woman as opposites meant to come together within heterosexual relation-
ships’ (Browne 2006, 886). Most iconically, a ‘range of discursive structures and material practices has 
imbricated the detached suburban dwelling with the heterosexual nuclear family norm’ (Gorman-Murray 
2007, 195). This heteronormalized home has been (re)constituted through mortgage policies (Fishman 
1987), mass-produced home designs (Bell 1991), pop culture (Blunt and Dowling 2006), and everyday 
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homemaking (Morrison 2012). Such heteronormativities of home have often reinforced a hierarchy of 
public over private life and a devaluation of women’s care work (Johnson and Lloyd 2004).

Sexual dissidents contest these heteronormativities by rejecting oppressive home environments 
and/or queering home itself. For instance, Gorman-Murray (2006, 228) traces ‘the diverse ways in which 
gay men design, create and use domestic spaces, and how these constructions articulate, or challenge, 
the dominant understanding of home in the Anglophonic west as a heterosexualized family space’. 
Queer domesticities articulate ‘through certain uses of home’ (Gorman-Murray 2007, 195), like lesbian 
friendship (Elwood 2000), and homoerotic pleasure (Dines 2005); or ‘through changes to the materiality 
of domestic space’ (Gorman-Murray 2007, 195), and domestic objects (Morrison 2013).

The normativities of home extend beyond regimes of hetero/homosexuality, however. Domestic 
life has been and continues to be regulated according to interlocking formations of sexuality as well 
as race, work, disability, nationality, inter alia (Oswin 2010). Such recognition pushes queer scholars not 
only to account for a wider range of subjects but also to consider intimacies that exceed the sexual. 
Natalie Oswin and Eric Olund define ‘intimacy’ as those relations that invoke ‘a sense of self in close 
connection to others – other selves or other things’ (2010, 61). Peterson (2016) adds to this notion of 
‘intimacy as interconnection’ another: intimacy as a site of power-laden subjectivities, practices, and 
inequalities subject to governing and normalizing forces. This growing feminist queer literature on 
intimacy promises complex engagements with desire, power, and normativity (Harker and Martin 2012; 
Valentine 2008). Yet, it remains problematically humanist, as implied in the binary between ‘selves’ and 
‘things’ (for exception, see Brown and Rasmussen 2010; Krupar 2012). Thus, I splice current conceptions 
of intimacy with the posthumanist concept of companion species – i.e. the historical and everyday 
co-becomings of human and nonhuman ‘significant others’ (Haraway 2003), – to understand how rela-
tions of desire and power are simultaneously interpersonal and ecological, discursive and biophysical, 
social and natural. Queering ecologies of home offers one framework for understanding intimacies (like 
pet love) that transect these categories.

Queer ecologies of home

Both these literatures challenge dominant epistemologies, ontologies, and power relations of home. 
Queer geographies rescript home as ‘not naturally authentically ‘straight’ but actively produced and 
(hetero)sexualized’ (Binnie 1997, 223). Animal and posthumanist geographies remodel home as a more-
than-human ecology. I turn to the interdisciplinary terrain of queer ecology, from which home has been 
a largely absent landscape, to intertwine these latent affinities within critical geographies.

First, queer ecology examines how (hetero)sexualities are naturalized. As Mortimer (2005, 7) writes, 
‘many modern formations of natural space … [have been] organized by prevalent assumptions about 
sexuality, and especially a move to institutionalize heterosexuality’. Similarly, heteronormativity at times 
reinforces relations of rationalized nature, nonhuman exploitation, and speciesism. For instance, U.S. 
national park campsites have materialized both nineteenth-century environmental preservation and 
twentieth-century heteronuclear suburbia (ibid.). Queer ecology highlights how discourses about nature 
and material socionatures reproduce ‘intimacy as a regulatory project … [that] order[s] populations’ both 
human and nonhuman (Oswin and Olund 2010, 62). If, as geographers have demonstrated, home is also 
a ‘modern formatio[n] of natural space,’ then queering ecologies of home means asking how domesticity 
becomes a complex site in the normalization of heteropatriarchal and speciesist regimes of intimacy.

This naturalization also unfolds through the self. Feminist, queer, and other critical (anti-)humanisms 
challenge the (neo)liberal, rational Human, its constituent hetero-paired ideals of rational Man and 
feeling Woman, and its exclusions: hysterical, frigid, or monstrous women, subhumans, and queer freaks 
(Luciano and Chen 2015; 190). Queer ecology asks how this gendered, sexualized Human entwines 
another figure: Human as species, distinct from the category Animal (ibid.). Queering ecologies of 
home thus means understanding how regimes of gendered, sexualized humanity mobilize speciesist 
orders of human/animal (and vice versa) through domestic subjectivity. If, as Oswin and Olund (2010) 
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argue, the regulation of intimacy produces ‘the very humanity of the modern self’, home serves as a 
privileged arena in this matrix.

Second, women-with-cats (re)inhabit their homes by navigating this same matrix of domestic 
spaces–imaginary, practiced, material–and domestic subjectivities–’cat lady,’ ‘cat lover.’ Queering ecol-
ogies of home means understanding how contestations over home implicate the embodied socialities 
between species as much as the cultural politics of gender and sexuality. As queer scholars have argued, 
however, such contestations are never straightforward. The unruliness of desire, as well as its knotted 
relations of power, prohibits any singular account of women-with-cats’ resistance per se.

Finally, queer ecology extends posthumanist and actor–network approaches that reconceptualize 
sexuality, subjectivity, and agency as a ‘complex interplay between bodies and space,’ including human 
and nonhuman entities, sensations, and forces (Gandy 2012, 738). Cats matter not just symbolically. 
They matter through their embodied sociality, relational affect, and collaborative homemaking as well; 
and this holds true for normative as well as alternative projects. While posthumanist and animal geog-
raphers have described home as a relational achievement (Power 2007), this imagination has been 
limited within queer geographies of home. Queering ecologies of home means asking how normative 
and queer modes of intimacy articulate ‘through ‘the natural’ and the nonhuman’ (Seymour 2013, 4). 
Understanding how women-with-cats (re)inhabit the normativities of home is as much about litter 
boxes as it is about loveseats.

Methodologies

The data for this study are drawn from research on the phenomenon of the crazy cat lady and how 
associated discourses directly and indirectly affect humans living with pets, especially women-with-
cats. One hundred artifacts were purposively sampled from Google search results for ‘(crazy) cat lady,’ 
as well as intertextually referenced artifacts and cultural productions with which I was already familiar, 
including film, TV, toys, newspapers, blogs, YouTube videos, and Internet memes. All artifacts were 
produced during the post-1990 context of normative pet love. I sorted data into representations of 
crazy cat ladies and those about or by women-with-cats (several artifacts, however, blur this divide). 
The examples I analyze herein were selected to illustrate the imaginative and material imbrications 
of human and nonhuman agencies, of popular culture and everyday life, and of heteronormativity, 
speciesism, and domesticity.

Following descriptive and analytic coding, I conducted a critical textual and discourse analysis 
(Dittmer 2010). I operationalized a Foucauldian definition of discourse, analyzing how images, texts, 
and other artifacts animate certain truths, subjectivities, practices, and power relations through their 
assemblage, coincidence, and amplification (ibid.). I asked how artifacts narrate and perform (some-
times contradictorily) ideas and practices of home, family, love, and im/proper pet love, femininity, 
and sexuality. Discourses are more than just language, semiotics, and representation, however. New 
materialism reimagines discourses as imaginative, affective, and especially material co-productions 
whereby meanings circulate and materialize through more-than-human agencies (Murphy 2006). Thus, 
I also asked how representations of crazy cat ladies interact with the mundane materialities, affects, 
and ideations of women-with-cats (e.g. cat scratches, emotions, built environments, and their aleatory 
comings together) to perform home. Throughout this research, my central question has remained not 
what is a crazy cat lady? but rather what does this discourse do?

House rules: heteropatriarchy, speciesism, and intimacy

For just $14.95 plus shipping and handling, the Crazy Cat Lady Action Figure can be yours! The figurine 
models a middle-aged, blond, white woman, complete with seven accessory felines (Figure 1). ‘Every 
town has a Crazy Cat Lady,’ the amazon.com description explains. ‘She’s the one who lives in a tiny house 
full of feral felines … [with] a wild look in her eye.’3 The packaging depicts a detached single-family 
house with pink shingles, grassy lawn, and living room family portrait.
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The crazy cat lady is manifold. She might be a quirky pet lover, a pitiful romantic failure, and/or an 
abject, pathologized, and, as the figurine’s ‘wild’ eyes suggest, subhuman pet hoarder. Across these 
representations, she remains both deeply domestic and unwelcome within normative ideals of home. 
While some portray only an armchair or living room, the majority that do depict her larger space 
locate the crazy cat lady within a detached single-family house – the heteronormalized home par 
excellence (Gorman-Murray 2007). Popular discourses of the crazy cat lady recite not only the heter-
onormalized home and its ideals of heteropatriarchal sexuality and kinship, however; they also invoke 
speciesist norms of homemaking and pet love. The action figure, for instance, rather than living with 
a few domesticated cats, roosts with a feral brood (the arithmetic for an ‘acceptable’ number of cats 
wavered with marital status). This improper interspecies intimacy displaces the figure from gendered 
ideals of humanity, e.g. her ‘wild’ beastly eyes. Popular discourses like this intertwine norms of gender, 
sexuality, and species to circumscribe and delegitimize crazy cat lady intimacy.

I illustrate this with two further examples from popular culture: the 1992 gay cult classic film Death 
Becomes Her and the 2004 Saturday Night Live (SNL) comedy skit Christmas with the Cat Lady. Death 
Becomes Her (Zemeckis 1992) follows ill-favored Helen, played by Goldie Hawn, who loses her husband 
to sultry rival Madeline Ashton, played by Meryl Streep. Once evicted from her marital mansion, Helen 
unravels. Next we find her in a derelict apartment, significantly fatter and gorging on cake frosting. 
Dementedly silent, she fantasizes about murderous revenge against Madeline. Several dozen cats over-
run the apartment, where the apartment often represents an inferior way station to the heteronuclear 
single-family home. The scene cuts short, however, when the police evict Helen and carry her off to an 
asylum. Only once she loses the weight and ditches the cats does Helen later return to foil her husband’s 
affair. While the film’s camp esthetic lampoons heteropatriarchy – the two women eventually conspire 
to murder Helen’s husband – Helen’s narrative invokes a clear moral geography of intimacy: she falls 

Figure 1. the crazy cat lady action Figure. Source: amazon.
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from the heteronormalized and exclusively human home of her marital mansion to a cramped, cat-filled 
apartment. In her cruel insanity, overwhelming embodiment, inhuman silence, and unbecoming femi-
ninity, Helen is displaced from an ideal gendered, sexualized humanity on multiple registers. Improper 
interspecies intimacy and domesticity become markers of failure according to sexist, heteronormative, 
and speciesist ideals.

If Helen represents the crazy cat lady rehabilitated, then Margie has gone over the edge. The 2004 
SNL sketch Christmas with the Cat Lady opens on a suburban brick house. Crossfading to the living room, 
the audience is greeted by gray-haired Margie, played ironically by the macho Robert De Niro in ‘old 
lady’ drag. Margie, who lives with eighty cats, is breaking up a feline squabble. ‘You make Mommy very 
happy when you don’t fight! … I love you … But sometimes I just want to break your little neck!’ The 
exchange marks Margie’s pet love as excessive and insinuates her threatening, inhuman(e) insanity. 
Next, Margie spins her companions a Christmas story, recounting her downfall from a woman who had 
dreams to one who has cats. This misogynistic motif of the unraveled woman, her uncanny placement 
within the heteronormalized home, the stark mismatch between De Niro’s grizzled features and homely 
drag, and her maternal (mis)identification signify her failure to achieve the privileged institutions of 
heteronormative intimacy–love, marriage, a baby carriage … and a home.

These crazy cat ladies are othered for and through their queer intimacies. Their domestic lives blur 
the boundaries of human/animal. They fail to achieve the loving femininity, rational masculinity, and 
heteronormative domesticity that constitute modern liberal humanity and selfhood. The crazy cat 
lady is neither successful housewife nor nurturing mother, neither rational pet owner nor caring pet 
lover. While Helen’s intimacy with cats remains markedly unloving and serves as punishment for her 
romantic failure, Margie’s gratuitous pet love presumably caused her fall from domestic bliss. Helen 
and Margie cohabitate with unconventional consorts; cats replace husbands. Heteropatriarchal and 
speciesist hierarchies of home go topsy-turvy. To right these wrongs, dominant discourses mark their 
otherness, forewarning the risks of not enough heteronormative intimacy and too much pet love. 
Reconceptualizing home as a queer ecology engages this double vision to perceive the complicit 
naturalizations of domestic life, love, and intimacy both within and across species. The crazy cat lady 
reinforces the proper ecology of the heteronormalized and speciesist home–the heteronuclear family 
whose expressions of pet love secure rather than muddy the boundaries of gendered, sexualized, and 
species-bound humanity.

These popular discourses materialize through the lives of women-with-cats. The documentary Cat 
Ladies follows four such women-with-cats (Callan-Jones et al. 2009), and was featured on the ABC show 
20/20, hosted by Elizabeth Vargas.4 Though the documentary intends an empathetic understanding of 
women’s marginalization, 20/20 dwells on perceived domestic dysfunction, centering its sexual anxieties 
especially on Jenny and the home she shares with 16 cats and one dog. Whereas Helen and Margie 
perform the crazy cat lady as pathological pet hoarder, 20/20 turns Jenny into a ‘figure to be corrected’ 
(Foucault 2004) – not abject but always just outside legitimacy. Narrated as young, white, attractive, 
professionally accomplished, Jenny could have a husband and children. The documentary’s director 
Christie Callan-Jones abets this narrative, claiming that Jenny ‘wants what every woman wants: a hus-
band, a kid, you know, what have you …’

However Jenny’s love of cats stands in the way. 20/20 communicates as much through its staging. 
Jenny is repeatedly shown in bed with her cats as non-diegetic sound bites of Vargas and Jenny herself 
bemoan her heterosexual misfortunes. Such disparaging depictions recite two compounding geo-
graphic imaginaries: the bedroom as the privileged domain of heterocoupledom (Valentine 1993), and 
the bedroom as the last domestic space into which pets are allowed, if at all (Franklin 2006). Bedroom 
spaces have been central to territorializing both heteronormative and speciesist orders of intimacy. 
This twinned genealogy places Jenny ambivalently between the poles of normative pet love and abject 
bestiality. Boggs (2013) explains that while premodern women-with-animals were persecuted as witches 
under incriminations of bestiality, the incorporation of pets into acceptable daily practice has subli-
mated this stigma onto women-with-pets whose practices of pet love are deemed extreme or queer. 
This genealogy, staining non-normative pet love with the stigma of bestiality, inscribes a contingent 
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boundary between cat lady (i.e. quirky but acceptably redeemable) and crazy cat lady (i.e. queer, sub-
human, abject), a boundary reinforced through reference to the bedroom. This boundary reinforces 
a distinction, appropriate to the contemporary moment of normative pet love, between, on the one 
hand, proper pet love that maintains the ontological security of humanity-as-species and the hope for 
(if not the realization of ) heteronormative domesticity and, on the other hand, queer ecologies too 
strange to be legitimate.

Women-with-cats (re)inhabit home

If, as one woman-with-cats wrote on her blog, the fear of becoming a crazy cat lady ‘lurks … at the back 
of the mind,’ this fear does not circulate smoothly. Through their everyday practices of multispecies 
homemaking, through their physical and felt spaces of dwelling–of being or not being ‘at home’–
women-with-cats contest the norms of domesticity, gender, sexuality, species, and intimacy that this 
figure evokes.

The Twitter hashtag #catladyproblems provides women-with-cats a space to express their felineo-
philia and contest heteropatriarchal and speciesist norms of intimacy. Using queer camp and parody, 
these women-with-cats reclaim the crazy cat lady while rejecting and reworking associated stereotypes. 
For example, the profile photo of one Twitter user with 10,300 followers features a young white woman 
on her couch, hair wrapped in a pink towel, shaving her legs as her cat looks on. Though voiced online, 
this and other Twitter counter-discourses reference domestic life. ‘Who needs a relationship when you 
have a cat #catladyproblems,’ tweets one. ‘#IWishICould go home and cuddle with my cat’ and ‘#hap-
pyfriday–I have a hot date tonight. It involves cats and wine,’ tweet others. Some voice ambivalence 
with tweets like ‘I just wanna find a guy that I can love as much as I love my cats.’ Yet, in re-figuring the 
crazy cat lady, most oppose, lampoon, and thereby denaturalize patriarchal heteronormativity, spe-
ciesist hierarchies of intimacy and pet love, and their twinned inscription through the home.5 These 
women-with-cats reimagine dominant ideas of home, rescripting their domestic lives as queer ecolo-
gies. Cats become legitimate companions. Date night becomes a homely, non-heteronormative, and 
more-than-human affair.

‘I don’t live alone,’ insists Margot, also featured in Cat Ladies. ‘I live with three cats’ named Bongo, 
Fritz, and Little One. As the camera pans across a living room of picture-framed felines, Margot affirms, 
‘This is who I am.’ While the women-with-cats on Twitter adopt an irreverent, triumphant tone, Margot’s 
homemaking is less consciously oppositional, more reinvention than resistance. Here, I borrow Naisargi 
Dave’s conception of queer reinvention:

What we seek and demonstrate in accounts of everyday acts of resistance are the fault lines those acts reveal in 
the moral and institutional apparatus that subordinates the resisters. But implicit here is the idea that those who 
resist have some collective knowledge of that apparatus … Heteronormativity, however, has been such a deeply 
naturalized aspect of social life that it requires no system of accomplishment and reward. (2012, 13)

To Dave’s arguments on heteronormativity, I intertwine the everyday insinuations of speciesist regu-
lation. Doing so allows us to trace their twinned, inconspicuous inscription and, in turn, how women-
with-cats reinvent home via non-oppositional, semi-conscious, and sideways means. In Margot’s case, 
she uses these photos and other knick-knacks to reinvent her home and herself apart from heteronor-
mative and speciesist ideals.

These ‘biographical objects’ (Hoskins 1998) are about more than her cat lover identity. Her pet love 
intersects with experiences of marginalization within the gendered, sexualized regimes of capitalist work 
and heteronormative family. Unmarried and having labored much of her life in feminized, low-level care 
and service work with little advancement, Margot expresses frustration and shame at not being where 
she feels she ‘should’ be at her age. She is queerly out of time and place (Halberstam 2011). Margot 
seeks comfort from these norms in her cats, the succor they provide, the pride she takes in caring for 
them, and the home she makes with them.6 In the feline kitsch that peppers their home, in the cuddles 
they share, Margot-with-her-cats reinvent home as a retreat, however ephemeral or illusory, from the 
strictures of heteronormative homemaking and the societal inequalities of gendered production and 
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reproduction. Margot-with-her-cats craft subjectivities and spaces away from these norms of family 
and work. Their home becomes a queer ecology of self-worth, love, and care.

The sociospatial and subjective reinventions of cat love(rs) are neither total nor teleological, however. 
Later in Cat Ladies, Margot voices the profound loneliness that lives alongside her feline affections. 
Multispecies homemaking can be highly ambiguous, unevenly oriented by the plurality of desire and 
the strictures of normativity. For instance, though Jenny challenges heteronormative narratives–saying 
that at her age marriage with children might be ‘normal for some people’ but not for her–in the same 
breath, Jenny internalizes the binary between cat lady and crazy cat lady. She swears not to get any 
more cats because ‘then I’d be a crazy cat lady … and there’s no hope for me.’ Ultimately, she arrives at 
ambiguity: ‘I’m defective … but not in a bad way.’ Heteronormativity regularly codes queerness as defect 
or failure. Yet, as J. Jack Halberstam writes, queerness can refuse this logic and ‘imagin[e] other goals 
for life, for love, for art, and for being’ (Halberstam 2011, 88). The negative space of queer failure can 
allow alternative forms of intimacy to flourish. Failure is not always straightforward, though. Multiple 
desires create multiple, contradicting orientations: towards normality, perversion, love, and comfort. 
Queer failure, while at times triumphant, is just as often maniacal, melancholic, or anxious (ibid.); and 
Jenny embodies this ambiguity between failure’s positive and negative effects. She loves her cats, 
but she also worries they prevent her from finding a human romantic partner. She rebuffs those who 
disparage her home life, yet she still feels stuck, disoriented, and frustrated. Confused by plural desires 
and constrained by narratives of impossibility, her reinvention is a muddled one, not fitting neatly into 
the space of Twitter’s 140 characters.

Multispecies homemaking

Women-with-cats’ queer ecologies of home unfold in untidy ways not only because of the non-oppo-
sition of reinvention or the multiplicity of desire, but also because this homemaking is multispecies 
in nature, articulating through hybrid yet differentiated, more-than-human agencies. Indeed, these 
multispecies co-productions animate normative as well as alternative modes of intimacy. In addition 
to queering women-with-cats’ homes as spaces of sexual dysfunction, 20/20 also spectacularizes them 
as sites of dehumanizing decay. Sigi, a middle-aged white woman, identifies as a ‘cat lady … because 
there are too many strays and abandoned cats.’ Vargas, however, effuses horror at Sigi’s home and its 
excesses of nonhuman contamination. Camera shots hover over scattering cats, debris, and feces. ‘That 
house is unbelievable,’ Vargas exclaims. Such repulsed responses echo across representations of crazy 
cat ladies, crystallizing anxieties around the domestic uncannies of feline domesticity–feces, furballs, 
cat scratches–that, through their animal alterity, threaten to dehumanize the home (Kaika 2004). For 
instance, Vargas asks Callan-Jones about the smell of Sigi-and-her-cats’ house. Callan-Jones responds 
that it smells like ‘you were sticking your head in a litter box. It’s very, very overwhelming.’ Her comments 
indicate the charismatic potency of animal odors, especially in domestic spaces, to evoke humanist 
disgust (Carolan 2008).

Here, I draw on Jamie Lorimer’s notion of charisma (2007): the affective and agentive capacity of 
(specifically organic) nonhumans to esthetically and corporeally capture, captivate, and animate humans 
to action. Importantly, this agency is relationally acquired. Nonhumans are not innately charismatic. 
Humans must learn to be affected. ‘[C]harisma need not necessarily be sympathetic,’ however (ibid., 918). 
Neighbors regularly complain about Sigi-and-her-cats’ smell and the local Humane Society deemed 
Sigi’s furniture and personal effects hazardous and had them removed. Sigi now sleeps on plastic patio 
furniture. ‘Common sense’ and institutional control are oriented and amplified by the affective charisma 
of nonhuman excess. Through their commingling, these human and nonhuman forces effect a rein-
scription of normative domestic intimacy, as voiced in Vargas’ disgust at the overwhelmingly inhuman, 
the undone hierarchy of human/animal. While these revulsions might seem separate from questions 
of intraspecies intimacy, their continual occurrence alongside discourses of heteronormative domes-
ticity–Sigi’s segment follows the Passion of Jenny–entwines disgust at the excessive, dehumanized 
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home with a defense of the heteronormalized home. Indeed, disgust at one domestic uncanny–cat 
feces–becomes metonymic for disgust at another–the queer excess of women-with-cats’ intimacy.

Sigi, however, loves her life, saying that while she was lonely before, she is no longer. She delights 
in cooking gallons of turkey chili for her cats, casually wiping her messy hands on feeding felines. The 
same untidy comminglings of human and nonhuman that were assembled as charismatic catalysts of 
normative disgust become for Sigi-and-her-cats fundamental rather than antithetical to domestic life. 
‘Different organisms can be both awe-some and awe-full’ (ibid.). Yet, the more-than-human potencies of 
Sigi-and-her-cats’ homemaking result from more than just nonhuman charisma and human response. 
Cats also co-produce home through their embodied socialities and everyday behaviors. Together, these 
plural, hybrid, differentiated modes of more-than-human homemaking literally exceed spatial orders.

This is not to deny the messy, even harmful possibilities of such excess for both cats and humans. The 
queer ecologies of home are, like all intimacies at some scale, marked by ‘waste, cruelty, indifference, 
ignorance, and loss, as well as … joy, invention, labor, intelligence, and play’ (Haraway 2003, 12). The 
wider biopolitical context of shelters, feral colonies, poverty, desire, and commerce in which women 
and cats are situated is beyond my scope (see Grier 2006; Nast 2006). Rather, I seek to understand the 
more-than-human comminglings that are produced by and themselves animate interlocking power 
relations of gender, sexuality, species, and home. In Sigi-and-her-cats’ case, their multispecies homemak-
ing–their shedding, loving, caring, crating, shitting, and all–exceeds normative strictures of intra- and 
interspecies intimacy.

Sigi-and-her-cats’ uncomely becomings articulate through human-feline uses of home. In my final 
vignette, I emphasize how more-than-human agencies manifest through the built environment. The 
TLC docudrama Confessions: Animal Hoarding describes itself as ‘an intimate portrayal of people and 
animals affected by hoarding and the challenges of confronting this unusual psychological condition.’ 
One episode follows Shelley, her husband Chris, both low-income people of color, as they alter their 
home for and with their sixty-five cats. Chris and Shelley sleep on the couch, while the bathroom, 
kitchen, and bedroom are filled with cat toys and litter boxes. Shelley is planning an indoor fountain 
for the cats. Chris cuts holes in the walls for feline play.7, 8 This queer ecology remodels heteronormative 
and speciesist spatial orders and ‘palpably queers conventional home design’ (Gorman-Murray 2007, 
205). Litter boxes and not heterosexual coupledom occupy the bedroom. Through their collaborations, 
Chris, Shelley, and the cats together remodel their home. In one testimonial, Shelley’s sister voices the 
reality and fear of this more-than-human agency, saying the ‘cats have taken over.’ Their multispecies 
homemaking turns their home from a space designed for the straight human couple to one remade by 
and for humans-with-cats living outside design. While for Gorman-Murray, the material remodeling of 
home creates ‘a site which nourishes non-heterosexual subjectivities, relationships, and communities 
of practice’ (ibid., 200), women-with-cats illustrate how supposed queer domesticities might actually 
constitute queer ecologies wherein subjectivities, intimacies, and the agencies that (re)make them 
become more-than-human in nature.

Conclusion

To study the intimate is not to turn away from structures of dominance but to relocate their conditions of possibility 
and relations and forces of production … (Stoler 2006, 13–14)

In responding to Nast’s call for a critical geography of pet love, I have turned not to the unloving crank 
that she identifies but to another queer figure, the crazy cat lady, whose love proves excessive rather 
than deficient. Doing so reveals how love is not just a question of absence or presence but an entire 
field of power in which how one loves is relationally constituted, normalized, and contested. This field is 
social and natural, human and nonhuman, intersubjective and ecological, and configured by formations 
of domesticity, gender, sexuality, and species. To understand these relations, I have reconceptualized 
home as a queer ecology and empirically explored the implications of doing so.
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First, I traced the specifically spatial entanglement of heteronormative and speciesist norms of inti-
macy within and through the home. If, as Nicole Seymour writes, ‘naturalization is a process that oper-
ates on both humans and the nonhuman world,’ then intimacies that challenge ‘what counts as natural 
in terms of gender and sexuality can help us interrogate what counts as natural in other senses and 
contexts’ (2013, 26). Such an approach responds to recent calls to examine heterosexualities beyond 
heteronormativity (Hubbard 2008), and to broaden intersectional understandings of heteronormativity 
(Gaard 2011; Oswin 2010), which can be as much about species hierarchies as it is about privileges of 
gender and sexuality. Queering ecologies of home intertwines and extends critical geographies of 
home (Blunt and Dowling 2006), animal geographies (Tipper 2011), and studies of intimacy (Oswin and 
Olund 2010; Valentine 2008), which have kept concerns of sexuality, kinship, and heteronormativity 
largely divorced from questions of nature-society and human-nonhuman relationships. I offer a more 
plural approach to intimacy–as variably interpersonal and impersonal, social and material, human and 
non-human–that can be deployed across animal and sexuality geographies. Second, I examined how 
women-with-cats negotiate these norms through their imaginaries, uses, and material environments 
of home, while avoiding neat narratives about singular opposition or conscious resistance. Third, I 
moved from queer domesticities towards queer ecologies of home to demonstrate how the politics of inti-
macy is as much cultural as it is biophysical. The agentive production of intimate life and homemaking 
(including their normalization) emerges through the networked effects of everyday more-than-human 
commingling.

Home, as a place and a process, is fraught with the sociospatial politics of multiple, overlapping 
intimacies both within and across species lines. While such insights should be inductively expanded 
through and deductively tested against other empirical contexts, I have focused herein on the crazy cat 
lady and women-with-cats because pet love offers a particularly rich site to explore these complexities, 
to make the queer mundane and the familiar strange. In so doing, this article offers critical scholars and 
everyday homemakers a wi(l)der bestiary of conceptual tools to understand intimacies that entangle 
across the boundaries of home/nature, love/sex, wild/domestic, queer/straight, and human/animal.

Notes
1.  http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=crazy+cat+lady, accessed March 6, 2015.
2.  According to Google n-gram, which charts the historical prevalence of phrases within Google’s digitized corpus 

of American English books, ‘crazy cat lady’ usage increased twelvefold between 1994 and 2008.
3.  http://www.amazon.com/Accoutrements-Crazy-Lady-Action-Figure/dp/B00HZSMWMY, accessed May 24, 2015.
4.  Originally aired November 13, 2009.
5.  All tweets were accessed from https://twitter.com/catladyprobl3ms, October 17, 2013 (8:24am EST).
6.  The queer orientations and affective boons of this homemaking also reflect societal imbalances of feminized, 

privatized care, including care for pets (Lawson 2007; Power 2008). Intimacy is also always a site for the manifestation 
of gendered and other inequalities (Peterson 2016).

7.  http://www.animalplanet.com/tv-shows/confessions-animal-hoarding/videos/animal-hoarding-shelley-and-chris-
hit-their-limit/, accessed March 6, 2015.

8.  While a rich analysis of race and class are beyond this article, they structure parameters of ‘normal’ intimacy, 
domesticity, and humanity.
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